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ATTO XstreamCORE™
•

The XstreamCORE storage controller
provides a versatile connection
point that allows storage and compute
to scale independently of each other and
disaggregates SAS storage so that it can
be shared and managed more effectively

•

XstreamCORE base functionality is a
protocol bridge that allows Fibre Channel
or Ethernet to connect to SAS storage
to allow multiple hosts to access and share
storage at direct attached speeds with
very little latency

•

ATTO developed I/O Acceleration and
Offload technologies that make
XstreamCORE one of the fastest storage
connectivity products on the market with
over 1.2M 4K IOPS or 6.4GB/s throughput
per controller

•

XstreamCORE connects to and shares up
to 960 SSDs, HDDs or tape drives to
physical hosts / server nodes

•

XstreamCORE is a solid state controller
that uses an FPGA developed by ATTO to
move data very efficiently

•

XstreamCORE works with attached SAS
block storage

•

XstreamCORE presents SAS connected
drives or RAID Groups out to
compute as iSCSI or Fibre Channel
LUNs which can be zoned individually

Disaggregate Storage from Compute
XstreamCORE™ storage controllers allow independent scaling
Current architectures of storage systems
involve a converged system of storage
and compute in a single node. This
implementation of storage is a growing
market because it enables greater control
over storage provisioning and a single pane
of glass for management. Scaling is simple
by just adding a new node to scale out
horizontally to create a logical pool of disk
capacity. One of the main downsides to this
method is that you need to add storage
and compute when you need to scale, you
typically cannot just add storage if you
need more storage.
Since compute, storage and memory is packaged as a single
component this inability to independently scale can lead to
increased costs. Vendors can charge additional CPU or CPU core
licensing fees, end users need to pay for an additional server
including CPU and memory when they need to scale storage and
they may have to buy storage and SSDs when they need to scale
compute capabilities. Also, admins who want to add internal
storage to existing nodes have to stop server hardware and open
the case to do so. Adding the ability to disaggregate servers from
storage would give them the ability to scale storage externally.
There are a few ways to scale storage externally, one is using a shared RAID array, but
in the days of software defined storage it is more desireable to add JBOD or JBOF
storage and let the server-side software add data protection and resiliency:
•

to a single physical host or multiple hosts
•

XstreamCORE relies on client-side software
(software defined storage solutions)
to handle snapshot, data redundancy and
deduplication features
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•

Scaling storage by adding SAS storage arrays to each server node is one method
that is used however if the server fails or is down for maintenance, the direct
attached storage will be stranded from the remaining nodes. Data may require
migration to other hosts if the server fails and requires replacement.
Direct Attached shared SAS array are another option, these large arrays feature
multiple SAS ports and can connect to 3 or 4 nodes sharing the storage between
them. While this is good for a limited amount of nodes, it cannot scale universally
across all nodes leading to islands of storage that are not efficiently utilized.
Remotely locating storage in this fashion is also not possible as SAS has distance
limitations.
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About ATTO Technology, Inc.
For 30 years, ATTO Technology, Inc. has been
a global leader across the IT and media &
entertainment markets, specializing in storage
and network connectivity and infrastructure
solutions for the most data-intensive
computing environments. ATTO works with
partners to deliver end-to-end solutions to
better store, manage and deliver data. Working
as an extension of customer’s design teams,
ATTO manufactures host and RAID adapters,
network adapters, storage controllers,
Thunderbolt™ adapters, and software. ATTO
solutions provide a high level of connectivity
to all storage interfaces, including Fibre
Channel, SAS/SATA, iSCSI, Ethernet, NVMe,
NVME over Fabrics and Thunderbolt.
ATTO is the Power Behind the Storage.

Disaggregate Storage from Compute
XstreamCORE™ storage controllers allow independent scaling
Storage disaggregation enables the separation
of compute and storage allowing storage to
be added as needed without the need for new
compute nodes. This, in turn, also allows buying
more compute power without having to purchase
new storage. When compute and storage are
disaggregated it also enables administrators to
add more storage without having to disrupt server
hardware for installation.
The ATTO XstreamCORE storage controller enables
storage disaggregation by allowing all hosts and
storage to be independently connected to each
other. XstreamCORE has robust mapping that allows all hosts to be assigned to
individual drives, all drives or none of the drives. With this implementation access is
maintained to storage even if a physical host fails. There are multiple ways to configure
XstreamCORE; a simple one to one method which directly connects all storage in to a
single controller, and a more resilient method where there is no single point of failure.
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ATTO XstreamCORE storage controllers connect to hosts or fabrics using 40GbE
RDMA over Ethernet or 16Gb Fibre Channel to provide lossless transmission of data.
XstreamCORE allows all physical hosts to connect to all storage with the ability to
assign hosts to specific storage. XstreamCORE controllers connect up to 960 total
drives of 12Gb SAS storage and allow up to a total of 1.2 million 4K IOPS and 6.4GB/s
throughput per controller with as little as <2 microseconds of added latency.
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